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INTRODUCTION

The reliability

prob Iem

In the development

of any product to perform a specific

first concern of the engineer
originally

approached

is to design for satisfactory

the reliability

factors to be assured the structure
loads and stresses.

The engineer

operation.

problem by using excessive

or material

would withstand

also learned from operating
and then redesigning

or testing the

apparent.

These methods were time consuming and often resulted

advancements.

opment of aircraft , missiles,

and modern electronics

a drastic

reduction

as mistakes became

became impractical

advent of new technological

The accelerated

in weight and size magnified

Engineers

the cal cu lated

until failures

products . These approaches

the

safety

equipment

over designed

occurred

function

in bulky

with the
industrial

devel-

coupled with a need for

the problem.

As products became more complex the problem of building a reliable
product was intensified.
be gained

An appreciation

from considering

for electronic
six hundred

that in a period of fifteen

tubes on a U.S.
(14).

for the increase

Navy destroyer

in complexity

years the requirements

changed

During World War II new equipment

from sixty to thirtywas developed

had to be operational

for extended

period of time if the military

to be accomplished.

The addition

of a time requirement

difficult

problem caused by the increasing

complexity

can

that

mission was

added to the already

of equipment.

It soon
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became

obvious that new techniques

the manufacturer

Historical

in designing

a reliable

product.

that the reliability

during the development

of a product,

tronics a new approach

was required.

start in establishing
discipline,

ment.

that would assist

background

It has been observed

appears

had to be developed

problem was always present

and with the transition

It is impossible to determine

these methods and techniques

"reliability".

However,

which conceived

sone of the first published

in the early part of 1950 with a specific

interest

In 1952 the Advisory Group on Reliability

(AGREE) was established.
both the government
est in reliability
more reliable

This group was comprised

matters and recommending
equipment.

tions on specific

the new

literature
equip-

Equipment

of representatives
of stimulating

from
inter-

measures which would result in

This group (16) published

nine task groups that had been established

the exact

in electronic

of Electronic

and industry with the responsibility

electronic

to complex elec-

to study and prepare

areas of the rel iabi I ity problem.

Generalized

the findings of
recommendaassignments

for each task group are as fol lows:
Task group 1 - Establish minimum acceptable
ing reliability

responsibility

apportion-

to portions of a system.

Task group 2 - Determine
ing mean-time-between-failure

requirements,

methods for assessing reliability
in prototype

models,

and measur-

assuming the exponential

distribution.
Task group 3 - Provide test plans for determining

comp I iance with
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mean-time-between-failure
distribution

level and longevity , assuming the exponential

.

Task group 4 - Establish a developmen t procedure,
quantitative
inherent

assuming that a

level of reliabili t y is spec ified , to insure the attainment

reliability

of

.

Task group 5 - Develop criteria
reliability

of elect ron ic component

a function

of time and envi ronment .

Task group 6 - Contractual
Task group 7 - Packaging

and methods for specifying

the

pa rts and tubes in terms of failure

aspects of procurement

rate as

of reliability.

effects on reliability.

Task group 8 - Storage effects on reliability.
Task g roup 9 - Main t enance and maintainability

relative

Results of these ea rly studies st imulated changes

in military specifica-

tions establishing

reliability

requirements.

in industry and started research
to the reliability

This in turn promoted reliability
methods and techniques

applicable

problem .

Some of the pioneers
include

in statistical

to reliability.

in individual

Robert Lusser, B. Epstein,

literature

on reliability

would

M. Sobel, and D. J. Davis (11, 5, and 3).

Organization
Placement

of the reliability

ture is a very controversial
bilities

have been delegated

subject

function

within the organizational

in reliability

today.

and found in a variety

Reliability

of places.

strucresponsi-

Some of these
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appear to be more political
qua I ity control
is because

frequently

and statistical
completely
ment.

is charged

rather than practical.

with the entire responsibility

committee

whe re it is associated
consisting

has been used to advise highe r management
None of these seem to be completely
supervise

reliabili t y activities

implement a reliability

systems,

In other cases the reliability

within engineering

instances

for reliability.

the emphasis is o n data reporting

se rvices.

A reliability

In certain

function

This

vendor control,
is found

with design and develop-

of members from many departments
on actions

satisfa c tory.

in enginee ring .

which should be taken.
Qua I ity control cannot

Equally,

engineering

cannot

program in manufactu ring . There is further difficulty

in having the reliab i lity responsibility

in a single department.

In such cases

it is guite possible that the reliabili t y fun cti on will be used to serve a selfish
objective

of departmental

would be neglected

growth . That is to say that the over-all

when confined

program

to one department .

Let us first I ist those activities for which a Rel iabil ity Group eithe r has d irec t responsibility or participates
in an advisory or seconda ry capacity . These functions are :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .

Reliability evaluation
Reliability apportionment
Design review
Design control
Specification,
mate rial, and processing review
Vendor control
Test planning, operation,
and analysis
Reliability knowledge
Reliability and failure reporting systems
Mathematical and statistical se rvices for reliability
problems
11 . Reliability education
12. Internal coordination of reliability activities.
(10, p. 16)
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It is apparent

reliability

manufacturing

only,

The organizational

or purchasing
structure

areas can be coordinated
ducing a reliable

responsibilities

extend beyond engineering

only,

only,

but rather encompasses all of them.

must be such that the rel iabi I ity activities

so that everyone

works toward the objective

in all
of pro-

product.

The manner in which an over - all reliability

program is organized

depends on the size of the company,

the ty pe of product , and the production

quantity.

the function

However,

to be effective

manager must have the power to make decisions
area where the need arises.

Clearly

uni ess the top management

is convinced

management

were sufficiently

must be recognized

and its

and to enforce them in any

no reliability

program can succeed

of the need for the program.

aware of the importance

If

of this group it would

no doubt report to the chief execu t ive along with the other major functions of
the company.

Since this will be some years in coming,

should at least report to the first level of management
One of the most important activities
of reliability

education.

Personnel

should be offered an education
When this brings sufficient
characteristic

called

enlightenment

manufactur-

All engineering

principles,

reliability

group is that

engineering,

of reliability.

in reliability

theory,

personnel

and techniques.

could become a product

as proposed by Hadley and Bruce (7).
Over the long range, the need for a special group ,
reliabil ity 11 will vanish as standard departmental

11

group

as a staff organization.

of the reliability

in management,

ing, and purch asing must be cognizant

the reliability
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functions become able to absorb their responsibilities.
This will become possible as the technical levels of
all functions improve until finally all engineers and
specialists in purchasing , quality control, and manufacturing are more knowledgeable
in elect ronics
methodology.
At that futu re time, organization
charts wil I look much as they do today, and rel iabi I ity
will be another characteri st ic specified by engineering
and measured by quality control.
(7, p. 51)

Data requirements
Very important

procedures

ing, processing and reporting

of any reliability

of data .

It requires considerable

implement

a system that will provide adequate

reliability

analyses and predictions.

designed

failure

to the so-called

corrective
incorporate

action,

This concept

and minimizes changes

and quality

data collection

and processing

closed loop concept

design changes

accumulation

, si nce estimates

the success or fail ure of the reliability

A complete

planning

data in a form suitable

The value of timeliness

of the basic data must not be underestimated
these data determine

program are the collect-

of discovery,

in the production

derived from
program.

system is best
analysis,

and development

program.

for

and precision

provides the flow of information

early in the research

to

and

required to
program

It also provides an early

of histo rical data which can be intergra t ed with quality control
assurance

test results in defining

operating

characteristics

of the

final product .
Methods , procedures , and environmenta
these data,

which are obtained

I conditions

from past experience

applicable

, should be cl early

to
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specified

in order to utilize

If statistical
adequate

design of experiments

control,

increased .

the results in any later reliability
have been utilized

then the precision of the reliability

It is possible the effect of one operating

cient to define the reliability

of a component

Exchange

established

Program (I.D.E.P.)

results.

does not completely

and methods of data reduction.

could be initiated

it would contribute

with reliability

predictions

reliability

is suffi-

data within

satisfy this need,

Probably the greatest

However,

highly to the statistical
.

with

is definitely

characteristic

program is the standardization

test requirements,

associated

prediction

The present industrial

could do so if industry were more cooperative.
problem in such an exchange

in the planning

pa rt.

There is a need for a method of exchanging
industry to better utilize

evaluations.

Data
but
single

of test procedures,
if such a program
confidence

THE RELIABILITY CONCEPT

Reliability

definition

Author ities may vary slightly
definition

for a specified

tions,

without

failu r e a specified

Probability , performing

and time . An appreciation
of reliability,

definition,

the chance

element

of the rel iability

function

with respect

is the proba-

under given conditions

without

definition,

that defines successful

humidity,

1 definition,

Without

failure , given condi-

operation.

ments of operating

of the reliability

or a percent

failure,

Conditions,

refers to environmental

shock and stress.

the

of the reliability
which

the second

infe~ success . Therefore,

criteria

must

the third
factors such as

These factors must be considered

to their effect on performance

The last element

stresses four

in understanding

the fi rst element

of an event occurring.

of the reliabilit

temperature,

definition,

when establishing
time,

provides

success criteria.
interval

measure-

I ife.

It can be observed
operating

Reliability

of each is necessary

Probability,

signifies

element

11

is a quanti tative e x pre ss io n such as a fraction

be established

, but the classical

period of time . " (16 , p. 118) This definition

specifically:

concept

reliability

could be the one proposed by AGREE:

bility of performing

elements

in defining

time are defining

from the above that operating
characteristics

of successful

conditions
operation.

and
Therefore,

9
reliability

can technically

of success;

conversely,

be defined

unreliability

in its simplest form as the probability
is the probability

of failure.

Probab i Ii ty
Since probability
upon which statistical
understanding

theory and methods ar e based,

a random series of observations

which are observed

of an event

A • The event

with respect

constant
that,

of A

in the n trials.

for a large

P . This number

P

zeroandoneas

by

A

and

If

A and

some

a number P such

of the event

equal to
A •

The

by

Consequently,

is a number between

P(A)

P(A)

B

the relative

f / n will be approximately

to as the probability

First,

=

or nonoccurrence

this ratio wil I approach

probability

consider

+

P(A)

and the

must equal unity.

of two or more events can be combined

or B)

under uniform

of the event is designated

is the probability

P(AB)

B

to have an

number of times, sa y f

Cal I the ratio f /n

the ratio

plus the

event operations.
P(A

Where

P (A)

P(A)

Probabilities

to the occurrence

Generally

is referred

of the occurrence

nonoccurrence

governing

it is necessary

n . Assume it is po ssible to determine

as n becomes very large,

probability

and the foundation

or e x periments

wil I occur a certain

A

in the total number of n observation.
frequency

of reliability

of basic probab i Ii ty.

Consider
conditions

is the prime element

P(B)

events
-

A

by specific

and

B . Then,

P(AB)

of the joint or simultaneous

are mutually

rules

exclusive

occurrence

of

(that is, the occurence

10
of one precludes

the occur rence of the other) , then

P(A or B)
This may be generalized

=

P(A) + P(B) .

for the probability

that one of n mutually

events occurs as the sum of the probabilities

P(A

1

or A or ...
2

An)

that each individual
n

l

=

exclusive

event occurs:

P(Ai )

"-= 1
Secondly,

consider

If the events
of

A

the joint or simultaneous

A and

B

are statistically

This may be generalized
independent

of events

independent,

does not depend on the occurrence

P(AB) =

occurrence

of

A

and

B

that is, the occurrence

B and vice versa,

then

P(A) · P(B) ·
for the concurrent

probability

of n statistically

events as the produc t of the ind iv idual event probabilities:

n
I1 p (A.)
i

These two probability
as the reliability

addition

1

=1

rules are applied

law and the reliability

in reliability
product

and referred

to

law respectively.

Series systems
Rel iabil iti es for components
probabilistic
of the

,th

1

failure

rates where

component

The system aspect
between

the reliability

P.

1

=

is the component
of reliability

of individual

If a number of components

are de r ived from test results which yield
R.

1

or the probabi Ii ty of success

reliability.

concerns
components

the functional

relationship

and the reliability

of a system are connected

of the system.

in such a way that the
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failure

of any one component

components

are said to be functionally

system of series components
of the reliabilities

in series.

then these

The reliability

which are statistically

of a

independent

in series the system reliability
n
II
i= l

=

R

s

th

Rl

of the system,

is the product

of the components.

For n components

Where

causes a failure

is the reliability

component

of the

is given by

R

l

in series in the system.

Para I I el systems
A system

single

failure

reliability

which has a component

doesn't

paralleled

result in a system failure

as redundancy.

functionally

is generally

When there are mu ltiple

a system it is possible to have one or more component
system operate

such that a

referred

to in

redundant

components

failures

and have the

successfully.

If a simple system is defined
and the probability

of successful

reliability

of the system?

successful

operation

by two parallel

closure

is 0. 995 for each,

This can be determined

of the system can occur

say A and B,

switches,

then what is the

by considering

that

in three ways :

l.

A

is closed and

B

is open

or

P(A)[l-P(B)]

2.

B

is closed and

A

is open

or

P(B) [l - P(A)]

3. A

is closed and

B is closed

or

P(A) P(B) .

in
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These three events 1, 2 and 3 are mutually exclusive and therefore can be
expressed as the sum of the probabilities
P (l or 2 or 3)

In reliability

P(A) [l - P(B)]+

=

P (A) - P (A) P (B) + P (B) - P (A) P (B) + P (A) P (B)

=

P (A) + P (B) - P (A) P (B) .
with

R +R

=

0 . 995 + 0. 995 -

=

0. 999975.

a

RR

a

b

P(B) [l - P(A)]

defined as parallel

R
p

=

Note that the parallel

event occurs:

=

terminology
R
p

that each individual

system reliability

+ [P(A) P(B)

reliability

this is

b

(0 . 995)

2

is higher than the individual switch

rel iabil iti es.
The reliability
another way.

of two parallel

The probability

P(A) P(B) =
This can be defined by

parallel

in

The system can fail in only one way which is when A and

both fail to close.

be subtracted

switches can also be calculated

of this happening

(0 . 005)

Op

(0 . 005)

=

which is the parallel

from unity to obtain the reliability.

the system unreliability

is
0. 000025
unreliability

For n components in

is
n

And the reliability

is
R

p

=

l - Q

p

which can

B
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Reliability

Failures

Reliability

authorities

distinguish

three characteristic

which occur in the life of equipment . These include

types of failures

early , chance or random,

and wearout failures which when plotted as a smoothed failure
time curve result in the I ife characteristic

curve of Figure

Chance or random
failures

rate versus

l.

Wea rout

t

Operating

Figure l.

I ife

(time)

Failure

This curve is sometime s referred
because of its obvious cross - sectional
curve represents
at manufacture

rate versus time

to as the reliability

a common characteristic

curve

of most complex devices to contain

a number of marginal and short I ife parts . The chance or

the failure

Reliability

rate increases

failure

rate.

When wearout

rapidly.

theory and practice

or random, and wearout failures
represent

bathtub

resemblance . The early portion of this

random portion is smoothed ou t into a constant
is reached

_..

differentiates

between

mainly because specific

early,

chance

failure distributions

each of the three types of failures.
Statistics

provide exact formulas for the frequency

of occurrence

of
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events following

various kinds of statistical

probabi I ity of occurrence
concern

in reliability

example,

or reliability

time.

of wearout

can be derived . The events of

distribution

failure occurren c e at any operating

occur at random intervals.

failures

to components

sufficiently
to utilize

because

be combined

failure

Reliability

failures.

of

asso ci ated in the reliability

large complex systems seldom can be

system failure

rates.

rates in estimating

by the basic probability

Iedge of the component

,

distribution.

rates are generally

tested to establish
component

and to chance

they belong in the category

random events with their own characteristic

I iterature

the probability

do not cluster around any mean life but

Therefore,

Failures and failure

is known,

time can be calculated

apply to early failures

early and chance

As an

failures which usually cluster around a mean

Once their statistical

Similar considerations
However,

from which the

are those that occur in the time domain.

consider wearout

wearout

distributions

structure

rules,

Therefore,

it is necessary

system reliability

. These can

but it requires operational

know-

within the system.

measurements

Reliability
the probability

measurements

are basically

time measurements

of an event in the time domain is estimated.

falls into the category

of statistical

Estimates of reliability
giving no information

from which

The estimation

data evaluation.

from data in the form of success or failure,

other than the fact the event occurred

or did not occur,
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is the ratio of successes
operating

to t otal trials .

This es t imate can be related

to

time by defin i ng suc c ess fo r a spe c ific time . The technique

is based on the probability
reliability

for any operating

is

N

N is the in itial

numbe r of it ems sub j ected

the number of items which
population

t

time

did not fail up to time

of some compone nt then the ratio

is defined

for attribute

the total

fo r which the estimated

= s (t)

R(t)
Where

defini t ion of reliability

used

t .

If

data,

1s

is the true probabi I ity which

as the number of trials

of va r iable

S(t)

N is the total

da ta as the I imit of the ratio of favorable

number of trials
Measurements

to a test and

approaches

info r mation su c h as successful

of time,

are mean time to fail ur e and mean time between

additional

o perati o n for some measured
failures.

length
The term

MTTF , mean time to failu re , is used in the case of simple components
a re replaced

as failures

occur . The operating

and the mean time to failure
components

divided

mean time between
total

by

number of failures.

of operation,
reliability.

1

is simply the total operating
If operating

then mean cycles

between

life of a component
failures

exactly,

times of all

n, the number of al I components.

failures,

which

t imes can be measured

is then the sum of the t.

to

infinity.

wh ich is data possessing

specific

events

n

The term MTBF,
time divided
is defined

is the measurement

by the
by cycles

of

MATHEMATICS OF RELIABILITY

Statistica I probabi Ii ty
The importance
over-emphasized.

One consideration

of observations,
observations

of the concept

in a given interval

a given set of events . An experiment
similar conditions

is to predict

may be repeated

are individually

tion will fall into certain

intervals

are quite stable.

variation

cannot be
from a number

the probability

or the probability

and have an uncontrollable

that the observations

occurrence

of statistics

probability

which have an element of uncertainty,

falling

age frequencies

of statistical

of any event out of
many times under
which is random so

unpredictable.

However,

where the relative

frequencies

Then the relative

frequency

of an event can be used as an approximation

of

the observaor percent-

of the

of the probability

of

the event .
A population

distribution

of a random variable

frequencies

of occurrence

of all possible values of X

distribution

is represented

by a curve

relative

frequency

and continuous .

shows the relative
Sometimes the

, which is approximated

histogram for a large sample from the population.

are two types of random variables
tive distributions.

f (X)

X

to be considered

by a
There

with respect to representa-

Mood and Graybil I ( 13) define random variables

as discrete
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Definition 3. 1. X wi 11 be ca II ed a (one dimensional) discrete random variable if it is a ra ndom variable
that assumes only a finite or denumerable number of values
on the X axis.
Suppose that X assumes on ly the values
and with probabilities

xl, x2 . . . , xn ,

X

Xl'

is any subset of the po ints

Then the probability of the event
X is in A ), written
P(A)

=

P(A)

l

n

A (The probability
, is defined as

that

f ·(X)

a

l

Where

A

·· · , f (X ) , ••• and suppos e that
n

f(X ), f(X),
1

f (X)

means sum

over those values

f (X)

X.

1

a
that are in A .

Definition 4.1.
The rando m var iable X will be
called a (one-dimensiona l) c o ntin uo us random variable if
there exists a function
f s uc h that
f (X) ~ 0
for al I X in the interval
- oo < x < oo
and such that
for any event
A

P(A)

=

P(X is in A)

=

ra

f (X) d

f (X) is called the density of X , and we shall sometimes say
"X" is distributed as f (X)
or 11 f (X)
is the distribution of X
"
(13, p. 53 and 80)

Therefore,
the probability

a density

function

that any specified

be the density of a discrete

f (X.)
1

~

value of

random variable
i

0

\ f (X.)
L
1

f (X)

=

1

=

1, 2,

of a random variable
X

will occur.

if it satisfies.

.. ·

X

gives

Any function

can
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or of a continuous

f (X .)
1

2:

random variable

0

-

00

<

X

<

if it satisfies

00

00

= l .

\ f (X) dx
00

f(X)

Since the density
frequently

referred

variables

is a probability

to as a probability

the distribution
distribution.

there are two types of probability

f (X)

of

In relation

distributions

called

is

to random
discrete

and

continuous.

Discrete

distributions

f(X) , which generates

A function,
chance

variable

will assume specific

The total probability
which is called
F (X)

discrete

up to and including

cumulative

= )

the probabilities
values

is a probability

is the function,

X,

distribution

that the

function

and is defined

function.

F (X)

as

f (X')

/._J

for all values of X. X':sX
The binomial
applied

discrete

two parameters,

probability

probability
p and

trials of the same event.
defined
of X

function.

is probably

The probability

the number of successes

the most frequently

It is a probability

n, and is associated

as p and the probability

( )
fX

function

of failure

function

with repeated

defined

independent

of success on any trial is generally
as q or (1-p). Then the probability

in n trials is

n) x n-x
= (X p q
n!
x! (n-x)!

by

X

=

0, 1,

2,

n,

19

The function
distribution

actually

re p resents a family of distributions,

given when p and n a re assigned

values.

x is said to be distribut ed as a poisson if the

A random variable
density

specific

wi th a specific

is
fl.

X

- 11.

x. .I

f (X)

x=
with an infinite

e

0, 1, 2, ...

range fo r

x

. This discre t e dis tr ibution

is frequen t ly used

as an appro x ima tion to t he binom ial whe n n is large and p is ve ry small .
The parameter

Continuous

11. is the average

number of times the event occurs .

distributio ns

If a ran dom va ria ble can assume all va lues within an inte rva l, the
cumulative

dist ri bution func ti on is
F (X)

and is defined
frequently

=

s

f (X) dx

as a continuous

uti I ized in reliability

The normal or gaussian
as it is the foundation

distribution.

Three continuous

are the normal,
distribution

exponential,

is a very important

of a large number of the techniques

distributions
and Wei bu I I.
dist ribution

used in applied

20
statistics.

The density

f(X)

function

associated

l

=

er ,J2TT

2

- (X-µ)

e

with this distribution

I

2er

is

2

-oo<x<oo

X

where

is the random variable

to as the mean and standard
The exponential
rate

distribution

density function

er

are parameters

referred

respectively.
is characterized

by a constant

the given distribution.

failure

The exponential

is

f (t)

= \.

e

-A.t

is the random variable

The obvious mathematical
represented

and

µ

deviation

which fully describes

\.

where t

and

by the single

and

simplicity

is the single defining

\.

of th e exponential

parameter,

\.

, has resulted

parameter.

distribution

as

in its extensive

use

in the field of reliability.
The unique feature
that the failure
failure

t > 0

where

rate may be increasing,

density which,

f (t)

a

=

of the three-parameter

as a function

~(t-c) (3-l
a

a> 0

e -

f3> 0

is the scale parameter,

decreasing,

of time

(t-c)

(t) ,

Weibul I distribution
or constant.

is

It has a

can be expressed

as

~

a

C>O

f3

is the shape parameter,

and

C

21
is the location
appearance

parameter.

of the distribution.

the rate is decreasing

f3= l

The shape pa ramete r determines

f3<

If the failure

f3>

rate is increasin g

l , and if the rate is constant

this dist ri bution is equivalent

the general

to the exponential

f3=

l

distribution.

1

if
When

BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION

Probabi I ity function
A frequently
distribution
specified

encountered

which generates
sample space.

the probabilit

The binomial

the events occur independently
random variable
possible

wnich provides

n

probabilit

=

l,

2,

· · · ,

the
for two

n

=

q

defined

as

l - p
of exactly

constant

x

successes

probability

p

in the
. The

as

= ). f(X.) ,
1

and the sum of all the probabilities
binomial

Further,

and by the associated

of these probabi I ities is expressed

{_/

A typical

to problems where

of being classified

y fu nct ion was previously

upon the associated

distribution

F (X)

applies

over a

from trial to tri al.

an estim ate of the probability

trials dependent

cumulative

distribution

which could be success or failure,

The binomial

is the binomial

ies of a random variable

by its limitation

which are constant

X

distribution

such as flights of a missile.

is characterized

outcomes,

probabilities

type of discrete

distribution

within

the sample space will equal unity.

is shown graphically

in Figure 2 for

n

=

10

23
and

=

p

exactly

0 . 25 which,

as an example f is interpreted

2 successes is approximately

that the probability

of

0 .2 8

0.30
0 . 25

V)

QJ
V)

0

u

.....

0.20

0

C

.Q

0. 15

....
I...

g_
0. 10

0
I...
0...

0 . 05
0
0

Figure 2.

Reliability

2

Binomial distribution

unfavorable.

of tests,

10

the classification

These systems may include

components , shells,
is obtained

and

8

p

9

10

= . 25

in a discrete

elec tric fuses, etc.

from the ratio of favorable

For a reasonably

that
or

such devices as atomic warheads,

is an app roximatio n or reliability

R.

manner,

of the result is favorable

A point estimate of
ou tc omes to the total number

if each test has an equal chance of resulting

This reliability
reliability,

=

testing some systems operate

is when each test is complete

reliability

n

7

application

In reliability

one-shot

4
3
6
5
Failures in n trials

in a favorable

estimate,

~

outcome.

, of the true

large number of tests the estimate will be

24
very close to the true probability
desirable

statistical

characteristi

Having an estimate
probability

probability

p

is the probability

of failure

population
estimate

= ()

or the probability

k

failures

If the

of failure.

If

n is the total number of

is given by

pk q n - k

of reliability

from a portion or sample representative

provides a measure from which inferences

confidence

of

about the total

Therefore , it is more meaningful

in terms of limits with an associated

Confidence

distribution.

of unreliability.

are to be made.

ing reliability

number of trials.

is defined as

in any given t rial and

of exactly

which is a point estimate
Any estimate

to know the

l - ~

the probability

the population

p

parameter

is the unreliability

p (k)

in a specific

has the

estimator.

it migh t be of interest

are given by the binomial

function

=

then the parameter

trials,

of reliability

involved

The point estimate

c of being an unbiased

of an exact number of failures

The probabilities
binomial

of success.

to express the

rather than express-

as a point estimate.

limits

Confidence

limits are the limiting

which can be constructed

values of a confidence

for the true population

parameter,

say

interval

R,

and

25
with a specified
the interval.
statement

confidence

can be made that

associated

wit h this interval

The confidence

the confidence

for each of many samples.

coefficient

The interval
confidence

is a probability

frequently

statements

statements.

such as:

lower limit or the probability

specified

upper I imit .
Tables have been generated

A confidence

of failure ,

R
p,

Dinsmore , and Runchey (17).

sample of size

If a reliability

is at most equal to some

intervals for the
items in the

These tables are concoefficients

independent,

0.80,

then the

an interval on the true reliability.

ment can be made, that the reliability

< R
- u

Iimit is impo rtant

test is performed on a pre-selected

N or if the trials are statistically

results can be used to determine

limit is

the number of reliable

for sample sizes from 4 to 400 with confidence

0 . 90, 0 . 95 and 0 . 99.

and generally

is at least equal to some

that provide confidence

based o n thesamplesizeand

sample by Vanderbeck,

is

either the upper or lower

the reliability,

specified

true reliability

This proportion

This one - sided estimate of a confidence

employed in reliability

in reliability

wil I be correct

estimates .

ca n be open by considering

limit singly.

lies within

which is selec t ed in advance

chosen as 0. 90 or 0 . 95 for reliability

structed

R

expressing the propo rti o n of t he t ime the statement

if intervals are constructed
called

a statement

is within an interval

such as

A state-

26
equals the lower reliability

where
equals

the upper rel iabi I ity confidence

confidence

R

I imit and

I imit with an associated

u

confidence

level.
Tables of upper confidence
The tab I es present
F

') t)

L1
j=

~uj

limits have been constructed

the solution

of

=1-

(1-fu)n-j

.

-y

J

0

for Pu where
Pu is the upper confidence
limit on true
probability of failure
p, -y
is the confidence
coefficient,
n is the number of trials or sample size, and F
is the number of failures observed in the n trials.
In the
case to be considered,
n
independent
trials are made, and
a number of fa i I ures F are observed.
A statement is then
made: "The true probability of failure
p is not more than
~u
" (9, p. 1 and 4)
Since reliability

can be exp ressed as

R = l - p

where

P is the true probability

limit

Pu

these tables

of failure

can be used to determine

/\

for

R

If

Pu
I\

R

=

estimated

is substituted

for

p

by the upper confidence
lower confidence

the expression

limits

becomes

I\

l - Pu

hence,
I\

R < R
which states that
coefficient

.'Y .

"R

is a lower confidence

limit for

R

with confidence

POISSON

DISTRIBUTION

Probabi Ii ty function
The poisson distributio n consists of the probabilities
rence of events similar to the binomial
similar series is the probability
of the Poisson expansion

this distribution
when

of zero defects

corresponds

and provides the probability

P is very smal I but n

Roberts (15}.

The poisson probability

while the pa rameter

is designated

as

provides

A

may be written

as

x,

constant

equal

(2), and

as

and

m

and

n, r,

k

in some of the I iterature.

the probabili ties of occurrence

of an event,

t he re is no fi nite sample size as th e re is in the

case of the binomial . The event occurs

" =2

is a finite

n P

distribution

-A

designated

A typical

Actually

e

is frequently

However,

defects.

form of the binomial

function

The random variable

such as a defect.

n

expansion

can be found in Bowker and Lieberman

x

This function

Each term

to a term of the binomial

is so large tha t

The derivation

X

or occurrences.

as a limiting

to

= "

The first event in a

of 0, l, 2, 3, through

may be derived

f (X)

distribution.

of the occur-

Poisson dist ribution

in a defined

area of opportunity.

is shown graphically

in Figure 3 for
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Reliability

3
4
6
7
8
5
Number of failures pe r unit

Poisson dist r ibutio n /\.

2

application

The Poisson is t he basic distribution
X

10

9

t hat provides the probability

occur rences in a uni t sample o r area of opportunity

ducing an average

number of occu rre nc es /\.

of

from a source pro-

per uni t.

A unit or area of

oppo rtunity may be a sample of a certain

number of pieces or it may be a

period of time.

an assembly operating

thousand

As an e xample,

consider

hours , or ten thousand cycles,
This distribution

1s large and

p

or for any pa rti cular mission time.

is a useful approximation

is very small . This reliability

when considering
that in a reliability

for ten

to the binomial

function

when

n

is also applicable

the occurre nc e of random events in a unit of time.
test a failure occurs at a random time,

Consider

not influenced

by

29
the time any other failure

occurs,

and that the probability

failures

wil I occur in a given time interval

failures

in any other interval

of time.

is not affected

Then,

, the Poisson distribution

of getting

in one unit of time.

getting

failures

X failures

bility of getting
Those probabilities

at most

are provided

lot, where the interest

is also applicable

production,

successes.

Poisson distribution.
in investigating

of the number of defective
whether

X

as the proba-

production

igniter squibs per

the occurrences

are a ran-

or the result of faulty production.

a limit on the number of failures that can be tolerated

in a test it is necessary

to utilize

This will provide a reliability

n p'
to x

and

n p'

probability

on the probability

distribution.
that there will be

or less, in an area of opportunity.

c or less failures

have been developed

form of the probability
Confidence

of

the cumulative

statement

number of failures,

that give the probability

corresponds

at least

of

limits

In establishing

by

by the cumulative

is in determining

dom result of satisfactory

denoted

gives the probability

In some cases , the probability

failures or of getting

X

defects such as the distribution

some specific

function

number of failures

in one unit of time may not be as important

The Poisson distribution

Confidence

by the number of

if the average

per unit of time is "X

that a number of

corresponds

when the expected

by Molina (12).
to

"-

Tables
number is

In this table

in the general

C

reliability

function.

limits on the parameter

"-

, which is the average

number

30
of occur rences per unit of time or the failure

rate per unit of time,

can be

cal cu lated.
Suppose the ou t come of one observation is n
events; e.g.,
n failures , whe re n is zero or a
positive integer.
Then upper confidence limits C
on A , with confidence coefficient
'Y , can
be found by solving
n

I

C

k

e

-c

=

k!

l - 'Y

k=O

Molina's tables (Ref. 4, Table II) can then be used
since in Molina's notation
00

P (c , a)

I

=

a

X

e

-a

x!

x=c
n
since

l

C

k

e

00

-c

k!

k= 0

statement

'Y

by the authors to
respectively.

limit

observations

rate is less than

C with a degree of confidence

This is based on the one observation
i

l - 'Y

c = n+l then find the
as necessary) correspondin the body of the table.

can be made that the failure

or equal to the upper confidence
equal to

ck e -c
k!

k= n+l

we equate
a = C and
value of a (interpolating
ing to P(c, a) = 'Y
( 10, p . 218)

Then a reliability

l

l

, yielding

but is expanded

by

events

EXPONENTIAL

Probability

functio n

The exponential

f (t)

where

11.

DISTRIBUTION

=

probability
11.e

is a constant

tial distribution.

densit y fu nc t ion is defined

-At

failure

rate which completely

A unique characteristic

is that it possesses a time-constant

the same for any specified

interval.

time interva I between
interval

between

density function

rate; that is, the probability

of

pa t tern follows the exponential

is

time inte rval as it is for any other time interval

given that the device

For example,

defines the exponen-

of the exponential

failure

failure of a dev ice whose c ha nce failure

equal length,

as

has survived

the probability

to the beginning

of

of the

of failu re of such a device

in the

0 and 20 hours of ope ration is the same for the time

100 and 120 hours,

if the device

has survived

the first 100

hours.
Frequently

this density function

is expressed

as

t
f (t)

where

m

=

m

e

m

is more commonly known as the mean time between

mean time between

failures,

abbreviated

failures.

MTBF, is a time parameter

The

that can
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be measured
measured

cal,

in hours.

Howeve r , m

is no t restricted

in time units . The number of operating

appropriate
m

directly

may be a more

measure of life than the number of ope rating

is defined

>-.,

cycles

as the mean numbe r of cycles

is a failure

rate per one operating

to being

hours .

be tween failures

In this case
and its recipro-

c ycle rather than a failure

rate

per one unit of time .
The exponential

is unique since the mea n time between

is equal to t he reciprocal
Bazovsky

of the failure

rate.

This si t uation

failures,

m,

is cla r ified by

( l) .

The exponential
density function,
like other
statistical
density functions, also has a characteristic
value called the mean. This is obtained fo r all distributions
by forming what is called the first moment t · f(t)
of the
density function f (t ) and integrati ng the fi rst moment over
the entire range of f(t)
. If we make this operation for
the exponential
density function we obtain the mean of the
exponential
function , which we call the mean time between
fai Iures :
00

m

=

S

00

t f (t) dt

(l)

0

( l, p . 79)
The mean time between

fa i I ure is sometimes

since a maximum likelihood

estimate

expressed

of a parameter

as,

8

possibly

of any density function

is thus designated.
Interpreting

the exponen t ial probability

from which the probabilities

of failure

density

can be obtained

function

as a curve

by integration,

then
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the probability

, for the interval

Q(t)

of failure

from zero time to

time t is

t
Q (t)

=

=

.)"-e -Hdt

1-

e-A.t

0

which
success

is the unreliability.

Recalling

and may be expressed

that reliability

is the probability

of

as

R (t)

=

R (t)

= 1-[l-

1 - Q (t)

then

e

-)\_t

]

=

e

-)d

for the same period.
A typical
with

"- equal

exponential

distribution

to 0. l failures

is shown graphically

in Figure 4

per hou r a nd a MTBF of 10 hours

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7

0.6
R(t)

0.5

0.4
0.3
0.2

o. l
0
0

Figure 4.

An interesting

5

10
Time in hours

Expone nt ial distribution

fact to observe

concerning

20

15

with

the exponential

"-

=

0. 1

distribution

is the

34
probability

of observing

This probability

a failure

is computed
1
-11.t

r" "- e
'
)

less time than the mean time to failure.

in

as

dt

=

l - e

-1

=

0 . 6321

0

where

intuition

which suggests

Reliability

Therefore,

constant
failures

This fact is likely

that the probability

to be contrary

to

would be near one half.

application

The exponential
rate.

as 1/11.

MTBF is expressed

distribution

referring

failure

is characterized

to Figure

by a constant

1, the life characteristic

rate is the period between

early failures

and the only period whe re the application

failure

curve,

the

and wearout

of the exponential

is

valid .
In an early paper on life testing
model for life testing
or items until
density

n

which consisted

Epstein and Sobel (4) proposed a

of testing

of them had failed,

under the assumption

for length of life is exponential.

applied,

and the general

reasonable

assumption

data on various

the hypothesis

that the probability

References
electronic

distribution

is a

are made to a paper by
network

t hat I ife of elect ronic equipment

There are many test p rograms which

have been prescribed

of Defence

of an exponential

based on the hypothesis

components

This model has been extensively

is that the exponential

in many instances.

Davis (5) in which failure
to substantiate

consensus

electronic

N

components

tend

is exponential.

by the Department

reliability

function.
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The error induced
fact the failure

pattern

by assuming an exponential

follows a Weibull

by Zelen and Dannemiller

distribution

distribution

when in

has been investigated

(18).

It is found that these statistical techniques,
which
are widely used, are very sensitive to departures from
initial assumptions.
Applying these to life test data when
the exponential failure law is not satisfied may result in
substantially
increasing the probabi I ity of accepting components or equipments having poor mean-time-to
failure .

(18, p. 29)
Although
the failure
tribution,

the exponential

characteristics

distribution

of many components

some do not, and a careful

assumption

should be made.

tion are available

plays a role in reliability,

as

do follow an exponential

examination

of the validity

A number of procedures

dis-

of the

for testing this assump-

in a pape r by Epstein (6).

In this paper we give a variety of procedures for
testing, on the basis of I ife test data, whether there
are significant departures from an exponential distribution of I ife . The particular procedures that one should
adopt depend on the class of alternatives
one is testing
against . A number of the tests are based in an essential
way on fundamental properties of poisson processes.
Questions involving choice of tests are considered,
and
a number of examples are worked out.
(6, p . 83)

Confidence

I imits

Since the exponential
rate,
between

A

, it is completely

failures ,

distribution
defined

It is necessary

known and assign confidence

is completely

defined

by its reciprocal,

to estimate

m

by the failure

m , the mean time

where the true MTBF is not

I imits to this point estimate .

In general,

when
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n
t

1

devices are originally
t

2

··· t

counted

' r

coted at time

t

failed at time

tr,

placed on test,

from the beginning

of them fail at times

of the test,

r th failure so that

of the

r

r

(n-r)

and the test is trundevices

then the maximum I ikel ihood estimator

have not

for the MTBF1s

r

2

I\

m

to the

,

X

1

i= l

=

This estimator

t , + (n-r) tr

r
has a probability
2

T

=

, chi-square

r

distribution
distribution

of its own which is identified
function

with 2n

degrees of

freedom.

This has been shown by Epstein (16), when the test from which the

estimate

m

I\

was obtained

was terminated

as the

/h

failure occurred,

I\

2 n 8

using the ratio

which has the chi-square

8

degrees of freedom,

where

n

is the number of failures

distribution
resulting

For a two-sided confidence level
(1 - ex) we
can write the fol lowing probability equation, making
use of the ex/2 and l - ex/2
percentage points
of the chi-square distribution:
I\

p (

2
< 2 rm
'Xl-ex/2; 2r = ---;-

By rearrangement

< "Y 2

= "'ex/2;

2r

)

=

1 _ ex .

we can write :
I\

2 rm

:\2
ex/2; 2r

I\

< m <

2 rm

:x2
l-ex/2; 2r

) =

l - ex .

with

2n

from a test.
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Then the two-sided

lower confidence

limit is

I\

2 rm

L =

=

x2
ex/2;2r

2 T

x2
ex/2; 2r

and the upper confidence

I imit is

I\

u =

2 rm
---;:t2
l-ex;2r

2 T

x2

l-ex;2r

I\

m

The estimate

in the above

formulas

is defined

as

T
r

A

m =

(1, p. 234)
If it is of interest
failure
dence

exceeds

to know the pro babi lity that the true mean time between
a specified

I imit is expressed

minimum value

then the one-sided

lower confi-

as

I\

C

2 rm
;;r 2
ex;2r

L

The exact

2 T

=---=

x2

ex;2r

lower confidence

limit on the reliability

R

can be expressed

2

I\

R (m)

=

e -(Xl-ex·, 2r

which says the probability
100 (1-ex)

co nf i denc e.

) t

2 rm
of success

is at least equal

to

I\

R (m)

with

as

WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION

Probability

function

This three
an increasing,
is commonly

parameter

decreasing,

or constant

found defined

f (t)

distribution

l3-l

a

in th is case it is represented

above

equation,

a

13

a

c

are parameters

(t)

In the

of the distribution

the scaling

c

a

=

Seale

13

=

Shape parameter

c

=

Location

to the variance

the shape paramete r since

The parameter

distribution

function

a

as a fun ction of time

and

is analogous

in that its value affects

tion.

The probability

named as fol lows:

The parameter

is termed

rate.

of expressing

- (t-c) l3
- e

where

generally

failure

feature

as

@(t-c)

=

has the unique

its affects
parameter

the distribution.

parameter

of the normal distribution

of the distribution.

is a location

in that it translates

parameter

The parameter

13

the basic shape of the distribuas is the mean of a normal
This parameter

c

may be
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interpreted

in life length

before any failure

testing

as the minimum length

can occ ur.

'-

To study the effe ct of the shape parameter
assume the seal e paramete
for various
given

of time that passes

values

of

r equal

(3

with

to 1.

a

it is convenient

A plo t of the Weibull
equal

1 and

to

c

to

distribution

0

equal to

is

in Figure 5.

f (t)

1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6

0.4
0.2
0

0.8

0 .4

0

l. 2

2.0

l. 6

Time

Figure 5.

Weibull

(3 = l

It is to be noted that when
reduces

to the exponential
The Weibull

bility

of failure

density

cumulative

Q (t)

distribution

is expressed

= _)

the Wei bull density

function

function.
function

F (t)

or the p roba-

as

t
F (t)

distribution

(t-c) (3
~(t-~) (3-1

e

a

dt

0

=
which

is the probability

l -

e

of failure

(t-c) (3
a
in the interval

zero time to time

t

.
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Define

R (t)

reliability

factorily

as the probability

that a system will perform satis-

or the system does not fail before

t

time

f3

(t-c)

=

R (t)

Reliability

l - F (t)

= e

then

ex

application

This distribution
characterization

was originally

for breaking

used by Wei bu I I as a probabi I istic

strengths.

Recently,

it has been used by

statisticians

and engineers

mechanical

parts and in the study of life distributions

is also considered

in the field of reliability

applicable

as the distribution

equipment.

The life length

determining

each of the three parameters

Wei bu I I distribution
tions.

likelihood

distribution

is assumed

the experiment
estimating

three

Frequently,

This assumption

One advantage

exponential,

parameters

and minimum chi-square

tion problems.
zero.

of many dev ices can be suitably
.

arises.

methods

the location

seems reasonable

is started.

two parameters

The estimation
.

modeled

I ife distribu-

Two methods,

c

failures

problem

normal,

as a statistical

are generally

by

of using the

approximately

parameter
since

It

of life for some electronic

can represent

When the Weibull
of estimating

of ball bearings.

is to be able to model so many different

This distribution

problem

as a model for certain

model the
maximum

applied

to estima-

is assumed
can occur

then reduces

equal

to

as soon as
to that of

etc.
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The application
tronic equipment

of the Weibull

seems iustified

distribution

of life for some elec-

from the results cited by Roberts (15).

On the basis of data obtained from failures of
more than 2000 electron tubes of various types, a
valve of m (shape parameter) was estimated by Kao.
This value turned out to be approximately
1.7 . Thus
m ~
l.7forelectrontubes.
With m=l,the
Weibull distribution becomes the exponential distribution, as noted above.
Therefore, the empirical determination of the value
m = 1 . 7 for electron tubes may be
considered as evidence that the distribution of times to
failure for electron tubes is not exponential.
(15, p . 268)
In the above example,

f3 but it represents the possibility

in place of
acteristics

of other types of components

has been collected
Special

the Weibull

throughout

plotting

Wei bu I I probability

therefore

m was used to represent

the shape parameter

of estimating

from the large amount of data that

industry and government

agencies.

paper with log log and logarithmic

scales known as

paper can be used to plot the test data.

distribution

plots as a straight

becomes the basis for deciding

distribution

for the given data.

Confidence

limits

When the shape parameter

the life char-

line of slope
that the Weibull

of the Weibull

f3

On such paper
and this plot

is the correct

density is known, or

I\

assumed so that
hood estimator

f3= f3

then the exact distribution

of the maximum likeli-
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can be found (6).

Confidence

limits are established

a

on

and there -

for on

which can be expressed

as

or

T/3 2
a X 2n , 1-y
2n

where

-y

is the confidence

This is the lower confidence
T

coefficient

.

limit on the probability,

R

of surviving

hours, or it can be stated that the probabi I ity of success is at least

this value at the specified
The general
limit on reliability

confidence

approach
when

a

maximum I ikel ihood estimators

.

to the problem of finding a lower confidence
and

f3

both are unknown is to find

of the parameters.

However,

tables have been
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generated

(8) that give the exact

lower confidence

for items whose I ife times are expressed
both the shape and scale parameters

limits on reliabilities

by a Weibul I distribution

are unknown.

where

NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

Probability

function

A random variable
and standard

deviation

is said to be normally
<J"

(x-µ)
e 2
2 (j

1

f(X)

The random variable
In terms of descriptives,
<J"

when its probability

a seal e parameter.

is X and

µ

distributed

with mean

density function

is

2

-ao<x<ao

and

µ might be considered

<J"

are the parameters.

a location

parameter

The norma I density does not, unfortunate!

itself to a simple closed expression

µ

when integrated.

and
y, Iend

The transformation

z =
however,

brings al I norma l densities

normalized

to the same form called

the standard or

form,

f(X)

=

1

Extensive tables of the cumulative
A graphical

representation

z2

e -

2

standard

-ao<Z<ao.

normal distribution

of the normal probability

are available.

function

is pre-
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sented

in Figure 6.

I

I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I -er- 1-er- :
I
I

I
I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

µ

Normal distribution

Figure 6 .

Reliability

application

The probabilities

associated

with the areas under the normal curve

are used to estimate

the probability

entered

period of the I ife characteristic

the wearout

derive probabilities

of survival

out life, or have an estimate

of survival

it is necessary

of equipment
curve .

to know,

of it, and also know

er

after it has
In order to

M , the mean wearthe standard

deviation

of the I ifetimes from the mean
From a large population
to be normally distributed,

in which the occu rrenc e of failures

is known

a I ife test is run o n a random sample of size

n
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until

n

failures

times to wearout

have occurred . Therefore ,
failure
\

a re available

>

measurements

of the

to compute the mean life as

t,

= L,

M

n

i

n

and the standard

deviation

These estimated

parameters

as

ca n be used in the revised density function

f(T)

where

M

e

I ife ,

is the mean wearout

I ifetimes from the mean

M

and

er

is the standard

deviation

is the age or accumulated

T

time since new . The cumula t ive probability

distribution

of the

operating

or the unreliability

is
00

1
1er~

Q(T)

s

e

(T-M)
2
2er

2

dt

T

and reliability

is

R(T)

=

1 - Q (T)

The normal dis;tribution
to wearout,

where wearout

is a very good approximation

is defined

as the slow abrasion

of failures
of material,

due
fatigue
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deterioration

of structure,

or chemical

changes

which cause a device

to

fa i I to operate .

Confidence

limits

A method for obtaining

the lower confidence

case of the normal distribution

is presented

I imit on R

in the

by Loyd and Lipow (10) ,

We now turn to the problem of estimation of
probabilities
that a normally distributed variable is
contained between two specification
I imits; i.e., we
wish to place confidence limits on the reliability
function

lt can be shown using the methods of sec. 8. 4 that
the fol lowing set of formulas can be derived to obtain
a lower confidence limit on R . Thus, given
1

~

R

-

(T;-x)

one can derive the expression

where
1

(2rr) 2
i
i::l,,
1

=

=

1, 2 .
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Therefore,

1
K

1--y

VL-

Is a lower confidence limit on R with confidence
coe!ficient
'Y wh_ere K - : . is the standard norrf\al_
1
deviate exfeeded with prol:5ab1I 1ty 1 - 'Y , and v =2
<VAR~> 7
/\where < VAR~ >
denotes the value of VAR R
_when µ and aare replaced by the estimators X
and s respectively.

(10, p. 205)
An interesting
parameters
the defining

application

is given in an example.
parameter

and defined

thrust will be within some specified
dence limit on the reliability

to solid propellant

missile performance

In this case they have chosen thrust as
reliability

as the probability

requirements.

is calculated

that the

Then the lower confi-

at a specified

confidence.

SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

Summary
The complexity
stringent
prediction

of modern equipment

performance

requirements

techniques.

Reliability

design of any physical

device;

wi 11 perform its intended

and the demand for more

have resulted
prediction

to ascertain

function,

in the need for reliability

is a necessary

the probability

and to minimize

part of the
that the device

total cost over the requir-

ed I ife span of the device.
There is no unique approach
reliability

techniques

monitored

continuously

applicable

density functions
discrete

in evaluating

or checked

ques for continuously

monitored

to reliability

points in time.

are derived

and those used in evaluating

There are

data from equipment

at discrete

equipment

prediction.

discrete

that is

The techni-

from continuous
data are derived from

density functions.
Five probability

distributions

commonly used for reliability

tion were reviewed:

The Binomial , Poisson,

Normal . Reliability

estimates

with an associated

confidence

Exponential,

may be expressed

Weibull

within an interval

that the true reliability

estimaand
of values

is within that interval.
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Cone I us ions
The selection

of the distribution

whi c h best describes

acteristic

of a device

reliability

engineer.

The validity

a specific

distribution

should be verified.

is one of the most difficul t problems facing the
of the assumption

If the test resul ts a re examined

critically,

ing the best estimate

of reliabili ty, confidence

fidence

The statistician

coefficient.

answe rs to these questions
The objective
generate

an interest

material

available

involved

t hat test data fol lows

questions

arise concern-

li mits, and associated

can help the reliability

based on related

engineer

conobtain

sta t ist ical techniques.

of this review of some reliability

techniques

in the pursui t of the ex t ensive literature

was to

and technical

in the field of reliability.

An interesting
techniques

the life char-

pro je ct would be to review the literature
in evaluating

system reliability

istics of the subs yst ems a re known to fol low different

on the

when the I ife characterdistributions.
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